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J. V. Bailey with some of the New Minnesota Plums
AN INVITATION

I take for granted that you will be buying some nursery stock this spring, and these questions will come to you:

Where can I get plants and trees that are adapted to our severe northwestern climatic conditions?

Where can I get varieties that will do well in our locality?

Where can I get stock that is freshly dug, full of vigor and plants that I can depend on?

I invite you to visit my nursery and see nursery stock growing under modern methods; see the propagating beds; see the trees and plants growing in the nursery; see my new modern storage plant where stock is stored and packed under proper conditions. Isn’t it better to buy BAILEY’S HARDY, NORTHERN GROWN NURSERY STOCK where you know that you get good nursery stock at a moderate price?

J.W. Bailey
List of hardy nursery stock, with descriptions and prices for spring delivery. These quotations are f. o. b. St. Paul, or at nursery, except where otherwise stated.

FREE OF CHARGE

Because of the many requests for planting instructions I am going to furnish free of charge a booklet of planting instructions with each order.

STRAWBERRIES

Everbearing

PROGRESSIVE—Staminate: Very productive. Fruit medium size and of excellent quality. Produces fruit from about a week earlier than any June variety until late fall. After trying out many varieties of everbearing strawberries I have come to the conclusion that Progressive is the safest and most profitable variety to grow in our northern climate. 75c for 25, $1.25 for 50, $2.50 per 100. Postage paid. $20.00 per 1,000 f. o. b. St. Paul.

June Bearing Varieties

PREMIER—Staminate: I am pleased to offer a strawberry that I can recommend to be an improvement over all other early varieties. This variety was introduced by R. M. Kellogg, and has proven to be just what we were looking for in an early fruiting variety. Plants grow large and are wonderfully productive. The berries are large and of a beautiful glossy red color. I have never found so many good qualities in an early berry. 25 plants 50c, 50 plants $1.00, 100 plants $1.75, $10.00 per 1,000.

MINNEHAHA—Staminate: While this is one of the newer productions, it has been tried out enough to be placed among the best varieties. Fruit is very large, season of ripening late. Plants very hardy. I consider this our best late variety. 25 plants 50c, 50 plants $1.00, 100 plants $1.75, $9.00 per 1,000.

EASY PICKER—Pistillate: A new production of the Minnesota State Fruit Breeding Farm. Very vigorous, good plant maker, wonderfully productive, berries medium in size with excellent quality. As the name implies they are easily picked. This new berry promises to be a leader among the better varieties. I have only a limited supply to offer. 50c per dozen, 75c per 25, $1.25 per 50, $2.00 per 100, $9.00 per 1,000.

COOPER—Staminate: This new strawberry was introduced by Henry Emlong & Sons, Michigan, and has become very popular wherever grown. Size, productiveness, long sea-
son in fruit, and last but not least, quality in fruit, makes Cooper a valuable variety. Season begins with the mid-season and continues to fruit until most late sorts are gone. Plants healthy and vigorous. 75c per 25, $1.25 per 50, $2.00 per 100, $9.00 per 1,000.

SENATOR DUNLAP—Staminate: The Senator Dunlap is too well known to require a description. It is still a very popular strawberry. 25 plants 50c, 50 plants 75c, 100 plants $1.00, $7.00 per 1,000.

NOKOMIS—Staminate: A new production of the State Fruit Breeding Farm which promises to become popular as a late home garden strawberry. Very productive, fruit large and good in quality. 75c per 25, $1.25 per 50, $2.00 per 100, $9.00 per 1,000.

RED RASPBERRIES
BEWARE OF DISEASED RASPBERRY PLANTS

Nearly all raspberry plantings have a disease that is called "MOSAIC." In the past this was not known as a disease but varieties were said to run out and new varieties were sought to take their place. A few years ago plant disease experts decided that, what we thought was running out of varieties, was really a disease which gradually weakened the plants of a variety. By careful selection of healthy plants, I have secured a fine stock of "Mosaic Free Plants." My plants have been inspected several times during the past season by the State Nursery Inspector and pronounced free from the Mosaic disease. You may be offered plants at a much lower price, but do not underestimate the value of securing some of my Mosaic Free Stock.

LATHAM (Mosaic Free)—Now the most popular red raspberry grown in this section of the country, as well as in the east. A late, large, bright red berry of good quality. Latham is entirely hardy in the Northwest without winter protection. No. 1 plants: $1.50 for 10, 25 for $2.50, 50 for $4.00, 100 for $7.00, 1,000 for $40.00. No. 2 plants: $4.00 for 100, $25.00 for 1,000.

KING (Mosaic Free)—King is still our leading early red raspberry. It ripens about two weeks before the Latham. Its heavy yielding, hardiness, and exceptionally high quality are reasons enough for its continued popularity. No. 1 plants: 10 for $1.25, 25 for $2.15, 50 for $3.50, 100 for $6.00, 1,000 for $35.00. No. 2 plants: 100 for $3.50, 1,000 for $20.00.

CURRANTS

For the past twenty-five years I have raised currants for the St. Paul and Minneapolis markets and have discarded those varieties which proved unprofitable either by being poor yielders or poor in quality. I can recommend the following varieties which I offer.

My plants are all two-year-old No. 1.

LONDON MARKET—This has been my main crop variety for years, as it is a heavy bearer and the fruit is good in quality although only medium in size. The bush is vigorous and upright in growth. While my price is lower for plants of this variety I can recommend it as the best for the main crop. 25c each, $2.50 per dozen, $15.00 per 100.

PERFECTION—On account of the very large fruit which is of a high quality this variety has become popular. Season is early. The fruit is large enough to be in the cherry
class. My price is unusually low for this variety. 30c each. $2.75 per dozen, $18.00 per 100.

POMONA—A very desirable variety. Season is early. Fruit is good in quality and somewhat larger than London market but does not yield so good. Bushes upright in growth. 30c each. $3.00 per dozen, $20.00 per 100.

WILDER—A standard variety, midseason, fruit above medium in size, quality good. 30c each, $3.00 per dozen, $20.00 per 100.

PRINCE ALBERT—The fruit of this variety is light red in color, above medium in size but not very good in quality. It does not come into bearing for three years after planting while most of the other varieties bear fruit the year after planting. Bunches very large, bush very heavy and an upright grower. This variety is valuable on account of the late season of ripening for then is when prices are highest. 30c each, $3.00 per dozen, $20.00 per 100.

CHERRY CURRANT—The fruit is good in quality and very large, season is early. The only fault with this variety is the bush is rather weak and not upright in growth. 30c each, $3.00 per dozen, $20.00 per 100.

DIPLOMA—Another large fruit variety but with the same fault of sprawling, weak bushes. 30c each, $3.00 per dozen, $20.00 per 100.

RED CROSS—A currant that compares fairly well with London Market and considered, by many, as good for the main crop. 30c each, $3.00 per dozen, $20.00 per 100.

WHITE GRAPE—A good yielding white variety which is noted for the high quality of the fruit. 30c each, $3.00 per dozen, $20.00 per 100.

GOOSEBERRIES

COMO—For years we have been looking for a better gooseberry which would be hardy and not susceptible to the diseases common to the English varieties. This we have in the Como. This new variety was originated at the Minnesota State Fruit Breeding Farm. A vigorous grower, very productive, nearly thornless, perfectly hardy and is not susceptible to gooseberry diseases. Fruit is larger than the fruit of the Carrie but, unlike this variety, does not turn dark color when ripe. The ripe fruit is as green in color as it is before ripening. This feature is a great advantage, for gooseberries sell much better when green than
when they have become dark in color. 2-year No. 1, 35c each, $3.00 per 10, $25.00 per 100; 1-year No. 1, 25c each, $2.25 per 10, $20.00 per 100.

**THE CARRIE**—This variety has become so well known that I do not need to mention its many good qualities, but I will say that it is nearly thornless, is practically disease resisting, and a heavy bearer. 2-year No. 1, 25c each, $2.25 per 10, $20.00 per 100.

**GRAPES**

**BETA**—I would advise this variety above all others for Minnesota and the Northwestern States. The vines are as hardy as the wild grape, which means they do not require protection in the winter as many of the other varieties do. Fruit is the color of the Concord and of the best of quality to use for jelly or juice as it has some of the wild grape flavor. Fruit is nearly as large as the Concord and a much better yielder. Ripens the first part of September. I propagate my plants from wood taken from my bearing vineyard, thus assuring plants that will be good yielders. I propagate these grapes in quantities which permits me to offer them at the following low prices:

**CONCORD**—A well known variety of purple grape which is semi-hardy in this climate.

**WHITE NIAGARIA**—A large variety of white grape which is semi-hardy in Minnesota.

**ALPHA**—A variety very similar to Beta. It equals Beta in yield, size, and hardiness, and is claimed by many to surpass Beta in quality.

**HUNGARIAN**—A black grape as hardy as Beta. Small compact bunches of large grapes. On account of its large size and good quality it is a fine table grape. Prices on grapes: Strong 2-year No. 1 plants, 25c each, $2.25 per 10, $5.00 per 25, $18.00 per 100; Strong 1-year No. 1 plants, 20c each, $1.75 per 10, $4.25 per 25, $15.00 per 100.

**APPLE AND CRAB APPLE TREES, STANDARD VARIETIES**

These trees are three years old and well branched. I have never grown a better lot of apple trees. Growing in my nursery at Newport, they are perfectly hardy and acclimated which is very important in selecting fruit trees. My prices are very low considering the high grade of the stock. Price: Five to 6 feet trees, 60c each, $5.50 for 10, $50.00 for 100; 4 to 5 feet trees, 50c each, $4.50 for 10, $40.00 for 100; No. 3 grade, 20c each.
WEALTHY—This is now considered the best apple of its season both for home use and in a commercial orchard. The tree is an upright grower and hardy. The fruit is medium to large in size and colors up to a beautiful red, quality exceptionally good, will keep until January.

DUCHESS—Season, July and August. A vigorous growing hardy tree. This variety is a heavy bearer. Fruit is large, greenish yellow striped with red. This is the standard early apple for the Northwest.

NORTHWESTERN GREENING—A late winter apple. The tree is a vigorous grower and fairly hardy. The fruit is very large; yellowish green when ripe; a good pie and baking apple.

HIBERNAL—Season, fall; color, red striped; large size; quality, fair. Hibernal is one of the hardiest varieties grown in Minnesota, it being hardy in the most northern part of the state. It is also a very strong growing tree.

PATTEN'S GREENING—This apple is popular on account of its hardiness and yielding qualities. Fruit large, green with a pink blush. tree is thrifty and grows in a spreading form.

SWEET RUSSET—Somewhat larger than the crab varieties. A very heavy yielder. Fruit is sweet and tastes very much like pear. A good apple for canning.

WHITNEY—This is a hybrid but is usually considered in the crab class. Trees thrifty and upright in growth, abundant yielder, ripens in August, fruit very delicious.

TRANSCENDENT CRAB—A well known variety of hardy crab. The fruit of this variety is valuable for pickling and jelly. Has become unpopular on account of its tendency to blight.

VIRGINIA CRAB—Tree very hardy and a vigorous grower, does not blight like Transcendent, fruit fully as good as Transcendent for pickling or jelly. An abundant annual bearer.

FLORENCE CRAB—Tree hardy but not so vigorous a grower as the Virginia. Fruit is suitable for canning, pickling and jelly.

APPLES, NEW VARIETIES

Prices on new varieties: 5 to 6 feet trees, $1.25 each, $10.00 for 10, $90.00 for 100; 4 to 5 feet trees, 80c each, $7.50 for 10, $60.00 for 100; No. 3 grade, 40c each.

HARALSON—This new variety which was originated at the Minnesota State Fruit Breeding Farm a few years ago fills a long-felt want among apple growers of Minnesota. The fruit is about the same size and color as Wealthy but later in season of ripening; a real winter keeper. Unlike the Wealthy the fruit hangs to the tree until picked. The tree is very symmetrical and perfectly hardy in Minnesota.

ERICKSON—This new apple was originated at Aitkin, Minn., a few years ago and is proving to be a real success as an early apple. The fruit, which ripens about the same time as the Duchess, is very large and a deep red in color. The quality and flavor cannot be surpassed in an apple of this season. The tree is as “hardy as an oak” and has the type of growth of the Hibernal. We have always wanted a big, red, early apple, with good quality. Now we have it in the Erickson.

FOLWELL—A promising fall apple; about the same season as the Wealthy, and keeps until the holidays. The tree is large, vigorous, hardy, and regularly productive. The fruit is very large. Color, greenish yellow with heavy blush; quality, very good.

WEDGE—A large and attractive apple, is of promise for winter use. The tree is a very vigorous, upright grower, productive and hardy. The fruit is large. Color, usually a good solid red; quality good. A real winter keeper; season, October to March.

PEAR

Up to the present time the growing of pears in the Northwest has been considered out of the question, but the Minnesota State Fruit Breeding Farm has again come to the rescue and has produced a real good pear described below.
MINN. NO. 1—Tree a vigorous, upright grower, perfectly hardy, blight resisting. Fruit large, good quality, a heavy producer. What more could you want? My trees are budded on Pyrus Ussurimensis, which is a hardy Japanese pear seedling which will stand this climate. I secure these seedlings for this purpose at a high cost for they have proven the best as common pear seedlings will winter-kill. Prices: 5 to 6 feet trees, $1.50 each, $12.50 for 10; 4 to 5 feet trees, $1.25 each, $10.00 for 10; No. 3 grade, 75c each, $5.00 for 10.
We have felt the need of a better plum for the Northwest, and have been watching, with interest, the development of the new varieties originated at the Minnesota State Fruit Breeding Farm. These plums are far superior to the older varieties which we have been growing, and I feel perfectly safe in recommending them. They are very fast growing and usually come into bearing the second year after setting. The fruit of many of these new varieties is as large as a hen's egg, and is superior in quality to the plums which are shipped into our markets. They are perfectly hardy in our climate. I have selected and propagated the following varieties which have shown exceptional qualities.

**UNDERWOOD**—A large fruited, vigorous growing, early maturing variety, especially promising on account of its size, red color, earliness and high quality.

**TONKA**—An extremely productive variety, producing large, round, red fruits of firm flesh and good quality.

**RED WING**—One of the largest fruited plums, ripens midseason, with beautiful red freestone fruits of high quality.

**MONITOR**—A late midseason variety, with a vigorous, well shaped tree, producing large, red, firm flesbed fruits of good quality.
MOUND—A very large fruited variety, bearing heavy annual crops of firm-fleshed fruits of good quality.

ANOKA—A moderate sized, productive tree, bearing large dark red medium sized fruits, ripening the first of September.

GOLDEN ROD—A vigorous variety bearing pure yellow fruits of firm flesh and good quality; promising as a market and home variety; season, late August.

ELLIOTT—A strong growing variety producing large, highly colored red fruits of good quality, ripening the first week in September; one of the most promising of the late plums.

WINONA—This variety is a vigorous grower, produces fruits of highest quality, yellow with a red blush.

LA CRESCENT—An extremely vigorous tree, bearing pure yellow fruit of highest quality and delicate texture; most promising as an early home variety, but too tender for shipping.

WACONIA—A medium to large fruited variety, with heart-shaped fruits, ripening late midseason; productive and good quality.

MENDOTA (Minn. No. 5)—When well grown, it is doubtful if another variety that can be produced in Minnesota will equal Mendota in size of fruit. Tree is of medium size and vigor. Color, a bright and attractive red overlaid by a thin bloom. Flesh very tender. A free stone of late midseason. Very productive.

RADISSON (Minn. No. 157)—Produces a fruit of exceptionally high quality, and has the added advantage of being a good shipper or market plum. The tree is an upright spreading grower, of medium size. Fruit large, red, firm flesh, semi-free stone. Season early, fruit matures well together, permitting harvesting at one picking.

Prices on Underwood, Monitor, Mound, Anoka, Golden Rod, Elliott, Winona, La Crescent, Waconia:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Each</th>
<th>For 10</th>
<th>For 100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Five to 6 feet</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four to 5 feet</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three to 4 feet</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unbranched</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>30.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dayton's Bluff Station, St. Paul, Minn.

Prices on Radisson, Mendota, Tonka, Red Wing:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Each</th>
<th>For 10</th>
<th>For 100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Five to 6 feet</td>
<td>$1.00</td>
<td>$9.00</td>
<td>$75.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four to 5 feet</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>7.00</td>
<td>60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three to 4 feet</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>5.50</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unbranched</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>40.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CHERRY-PLUMS

We have some varieties of cherries that do fairly well in our Minnesota climate, but where one has but a few trees the birds generally get the bulk of the fruit before it can be picked. The hybrid plum-cherry which is a cross between a plum and cherry has the flavor of the cherry and is hardy like the native plum and the birds do not bother them. They are heavy yielders and are excellent for canning.

Both of the following varieties are dwarf in their habit of growth which accounts for the size of the smaller nursery tree. While either variety will bear fruit alone the cross pollinazitation is more complete if the two varieties are planted near together.
ZUMBRA—A hybrid containing the blood of the sweet cherry, wild pin cherry and sand cherry. It is a dwarf tree of the type of Sapa or Opata, a very productive bearer. Quality is good, but should be thoroughly ripened before picking. Late midseason. Prices: 4 to 5 foot trees, 75c each, $7.00 for 10, $60.00 for 100; 3 to 4 foot trees, 60c each, $5.50 for 10, $50.00 for 100; 2 to 3 foot trees, 50c each, $4.50 for 10, $40.00 for 100; Unbranched trees, 35c each, $3.00 for 10, $25.00 for 100.

NICOLLETT—One of the latest productions of the Minnesota State Fruit Breeding Farm. The fruit almost a true cherry. When canned, one cannot detect the difference from canned cherries. Prices: 3 to 4 foot trees, $1.00 each, $9.00 for 10, $75.00 for 100; 2 to 3 foot trees, 75c each, $7.00 for 10, $60.00 for 100; Unbranched trees, 50 each, $4.50 for 10, $40.00 for 100.

RHUBARB OR PIE PLANT

MAMMOTH VICTORIA—This variety is larger and of better quality than any of the old varieties. Divided roots 20c each, $1.25 per 10. For larger quantities I will quote prices on application.

CLIMBING VINES

ENGELMAN'S IVY—There is no better vine where one wishes a clinging vine. This ivy grows very fast and clings to any surface such as brick or stucco. It is very hardy. 35c each.

BITTERSWEET—A native vine of Minnesota. Very popular on account of its many clusters of beautiful red berries that are used for decorative purposes in the winter. Very hardy. Good for covering trellises and screen porches. 50c each.

HARDY GRAPES—For an arbor vine I would recommend Beta grape, as it is a fast grower, does not winter-kill and, at the same time, produces quantities of fruit. (See grapes for prices).

ORNAMENTAL HEDGE PLANTS

An ornamental hedge frames the lawn and gives it a background. One must judge by the lawn and surroundings what kind of a hedge to plant. Following are varieties for every lawn.
COTONEASTER—Where a hedge of medium height is wanted this is the best to plant. The leaves are a rich green and very glossy which adds to the beauty of the plant. Prices: 2 to 3 foot plants, 25c each, $20.00 for 100.

BUCKTHORN—Probably the best hedge plant where a rather high hedge or screen is wanted. This plant is very hardy, a vigorous grower, stands pruning exceptionally well. Prices: Heavy 4 to 5 foot bushes, 30c each, $25.00 for 100; heavy 3 to 4 foot bushes, 25c each, $20.00 for 100.

BARBERRY THUNBERGII—This low growing plant is best adapted for a hedge used as a border where the view of other objects is not to be obscured. They are a spreading plant with beautiful foliage that turns a scarlet in the latter part of the season. Used also as individual specimens and as border plants in groupings. Prices: Bushy plants, 2 to 3 foot, 30c each, $25.00 for 100; 18 to 24 inches, 25c each, $20.00 for 100; 12 to 18 inches, 20c each, $15.00 for 100.

ARBOR VITAE—A variety of white cedar adapted for hedge or windbreak. Stands pruning and close planting. One of the best evergreen hedge plants. (For prices see evergreens).

RED CEDAR—Also a good hedge plant. Stands pruning well, and perfectly hardy. Does best on sandy soil. (See evergreens for prices).

ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS

Ornamental shrubs are becoming more and more popular as people appreciate their permanent value and beauty. They lend a charm and grace to the home grounds that is invaluable. One can have a continuous succession of bloom from early in April to the days when frost again nips the flowers of the very latest to bloom.

Shrubs should be grouped with several of one variety near together in groups of different varieties. Several such groupings make an excellent border or foundation planting.

DOUBLE FLOWERING PLUM—An ornamental shrub belonging to the plum family. Dwarf in habit and produces masses of double pink flowers in early summer. This plant is very much like the pink, double flowering almond but is much hardier and a better plant for our climate. Prices: bushy plants, 3 to 4 foot, 90c each; 2 to 3 foot, 75c each.

MANITOU—An early spring-flowering tree or shrub, dwarf to medium size, producing great masses of bloom but no fruit. A hardy cross between Siberian almond and peach. A new product of the Minnesota State Fruit Breeding Farm. 2 to 3 foot, 60c each.
PURPLE LEAF PLUM, NEWPORT—A product of the Minnesota State Farm. A beautiful dark purple-leaved variety of plum carrying its rich color throughout the season; fruits below medium in size, and of little value. This is valuable in group planting where varied coloring is desirable. Prices: Well branched trees, 4 to 5 foot, $1.00 each; 3 to 4 foot, 75c each; 2 to 3 foot, 50c each.

BETCHEL’S DOUBLE FLOWERING CRAB—A large shrub or small tree attaining a height of about 10 feet. Produces an abundance of double pink flowers in May. The fragrant flowers resemble miniature roses. 2 to 3 foot branched trees. $1.00 each.

DOLGA (Ornamental Crab)—The color of the fruit is a beautiful red, solid over the entire fruit. The tree is a thing of beauty at blossoming time with its large white flowers and later with its ropes of large dark red fruit. The fruit is also valuable for jellies. 4 to 5 foot trees, $1.00; 3 to 4 foot, 75c each; 2 to 3 foot, 50c each.

SNOWBERRY—A valuable plant in group planting. Conspicuous on account of the white berries which stay on for a long time. Price: 2 to 3 foot bushes, 60c each.

CORALBERRY (Indian Currant)—A useful shrub for covering banks and dry spots. It is spreading in habit and its long, slender branches bend gracefully towards the ground. In autumn and winter it is covered with small red berries. It is a small shrub attaining a height of only four feet. 2 to 3 foot plants, 50c each.

LILACS—

Common Purple—A well known shrub. Prices: 2 to 3 foot bushes, 50c each.

Jacques Calot—A grafted French Lilac, that produces deep purple flowers. Prices: 3 to 4 foot bushes, $1.40 each; 2 to 3 foot bushes, $1.00 each.

Marie LeGraye—A grafted French Lilac. Produces white flowers. Prices: 2 to 3 foot, $1.00; 18 to 24 inches, 75c each.

President Grevey—One of the best French Lilacs. Double blue. 18 to 24 inches, 50c each; 2 to 3 foot unbranched, 75c each.

SPIREA (Anthony Waterer)—A very desirable plant for border. Produces an abundance of purple flowers for a long period the latter part of the summer. 50c each.

SPIREA VAN HOUTTI (Bridal Wreath)—Very desirable on account of its beautiful foliage and graceful habit of growth as well as the masses of white flowers which come in June. Prices: 3 to 4 foot, 60c each; 2 to 3 foot, 50c each.
SPIREA FROBELLI—Very much like Anthony Waterer but grows larger and is hardier in this climate. Prices: 2 to 3 foot, 75c each; 18 to 24 inches, 50c each.

SPIREA BILLARDI—Tall, erect shrub with canes terminated by feathery plumes 5 to 8 inches long, of a dainty pink color. Prices: 2 to 3 foot, 75c each; 18 to 24 inches, 50c each.

SPIREA OPULOFOLIA—A flower very much like the Bridal Wreath. The foliage is yellow, which adds a touch of color to a group of Spireas or other shrubs. 3 to 4 foot bushes, 75c each.

BETHLEHEMITE—A shrub closely resembling Spirea Billardi. Pink flowers are born in feathery plumes about 6 inches long. 2 to 3 foot bushes, 50c each.

RED DOGWOOD—Grows 6 to 10 feet high, with clusters of fine white flowers, succeeded by a fall crop of ornamental berries; stem and branches turning a blood-red in winter. 2 to 3 foot, 50c each.

HONEYSUCKLE. Tartarian Pink—A very attractive shrub that produces an abundance of fragrant flowers in the spring, and bright red fruit in autumn. Plant upright in growth and attains a height of about 6 to 8 feet. 2 to 3 foot bushes, 50c each.

MORROWI HONEYSUCKLE—One of the most useful hardy shrubs. Upright and dense in growth. It flowers freely, and is covered with bright red berries from August until winter. Bush attains a height of about six feet. Pink blossom. 3 to 4 foot plants, 75c each.

MOCK ORANGE (Philadelphus)—
Big Scentless Mock Orange (P. Grand.)—A very large flowered variety of Mockorange. It is one of the larger growing varieties. 2 to 3 foot plants, 60c each.

Sweet Mockorange (P. Coronarius)—Approximate height 8 feet. White flowers in May and June. A well known shrub with sweet-scented flowers. 2 to 3 foot, 60c each.

Lemeine Mockorange (P. Lemoini)—White flowers in May. A small shrub attaining a height of about 5 feet. Branches slender and arching. One of the best dwarf spring-flowering sweet-scented shrubs. 2 to 3 foot, 75c each.

HIGH BUSH CRANBERRY—An upright growing shrub attaining an approximate height of 8 feet. White flowers in May and June. The clusters of bright red fruit begin to color by the end of July and remain on the branches and keep their bright scarlet color until the following spring. 18 to 24 inch bushes, 50c each.
HYDRANGEA P. G.—Every home should have some of these in their yard. Bloom in late summer. Flowers are white at first and then turn to a pink and later to purple. 2 to 3 foot, $1.00; 18 to 24 inches, 75c each.

HYDRANGEA, ARBORESCENSE (Hills of Snow Hydrangea)—A summer flowering shrub that attains a height of about 6 feet. White flowers borne in flat clusters. A good shrub for shady places. 2 to 3 foot, $1.00 each.

GOLDEN ELDER—A shrub of medium height with yellow foliage, which is valuable for group planting in giving variety in color. 3 to 4 feet 60c each.

CUT-LEAF ELDER—A shrub of about the same habits of growth as the common Elder, with green foliage which is very deeply cut, and adds a finer appearance to a group of shrubs. 3 to 4 feet 60c each.

FERN-LEAVED, STAG-HORN SUMAC—A variety of Sumac with deeply cut, fern-like leaflets. It colors a rich crimson in autumn and is excellent for massing or when grown as a single specimen. Height, 8 to 10 feet. Very hardy. 2 to 3 feet, 50c each.

BOX BARBERRY—A dwarf Barberry which is very hardy. It attains a height of about 18 inches. On account of its very dense growth and fine foliage it can be easily trimmed to any desired shape. Suitable for border planting and potting. 8 to 12 inch plants, 50c each.

BURNING BUSH—Spreading in growth with peculiar corky bark along the branches. Leaves small, oval. Berries scarlet, very ornamental. The foliage turns a most beautiful crimson in autumn. Attains a height of about 6 feet. 3 to 4 feet, 75c each.

HARDY ROSES

GROOTENDORST—This is a new type of rose that might properly be called a Rugosa Baby Rambler. It is a cross between the Rugosa and crimson Baby Rambler. While it does not compare with the tender Hybrid-Tea Roses, it is valuable as an individual shrub and in groups. It is absolutely hardy and continues to bloom until late in the fall. It is profusely covered with crimson blossoms. 2 year No. 1, $1.00 each.

HANSA RUGOSA—Early flowering Hybrid combining the ornamental qualities of its Rugosa foliage with the blossom beauty and the perfume of the Hybrid Perpetuals. The flowers are cup-shaped, double, crimson and especially fine. Blooms throughout the season. 2 year No. 1, $1.00 each.
In the bleak winter months when the ground is covered with snow and the trees have lost their leaves the evergreen gives a note of comforting color to remind one that spring shall come again.

In comparing my price with those of other nurserymen, remember that height alone cannot by any means establish values. An Evergreen tree grown close and crowded in the row may be the same height as one of my Evergreens, but will not be as heavy, symmetrical or have as good roots.

Constant transplanting and root pruning give my Evergreens masses of fine, fibrous feeding roots which has been the main reason for the success that my customers have had in making Evergreens, bought from me, grow.

The soil that I grow Evergreens in is just the right texture for balling the roots. When I ball and burlap an Evergreen the roots are never disturbed but the soil goes with the tree.

I consider that all evergreens 18 inches or over should be balled and burlapped which I do free of charge. Balled and burlapped evergreens are expensive to pack so the following prices do not include packing as in other nursery stock. I will crate evergreens at cost.

COLORADO BLUE SPRUCE—This is the most popular evergreen for specimen planting. Color of foliage ranges from a green to a silvery blue. My trees have been transplanted often and have plenty of room to develop a symmetrical shape so desirable for lawn planting. Price of selected blue which are often called shiners. 3 to 4 feet $9.00 each, 4 to 5 feet $12.00 each, 5 to 6 feet $15.00 each.
Price of Colorado: Green in color but as good in every other way as the above. 3 to 4 feet $4.50 each, 4 to 5 feet $5.50 each, 5 to 6 feet $7.00 each.

BLACK HILL SPRUCE—Next to the Colorado these trees are the most popular of the evergreens. They are noted for their deep green color and symmetrical habit of growing. Price, 3 to 4 feet $4.50 each, 4 to 5 feet $5.50 each, 5 to 6 feet $7.00 each.

PYRAMIDAL RED CEDAR (Platt River Type)—This tree belongs to the same family of cedars as the red cedar but the foliage is much more dense and the tree is pyramidal in form. This tree is valuable for group plantings as well as for specimen trees. 5 to 6 feet, $7.50; 4 to 5 feet, $5.00.

GLOBE CEDAR—A beautiful globe-shaped cedar with very dense foliage used in ornamental plantings. 2 to 3 feet $5.00 each.

ARBOR VITAE—A popular evergreen for hedges or windbreaks which is also often used for single specimen planting. 12 to 18 inches, 50c each, $40.00 for 100; 18 to 24 inches, $1.00 each; $75.00 for 100; 2 to 3 feet, $2.00 each; 3 to 4 feet, $3.00 each; 4 to 5 feet, $4.50 each.

PYRAMIDAL ARBOR VITAE—A beautiful variety of Arbor Vitae which grows in pyramidal form and is used as individual specimen trees. 2 to 3 feet $4.00 each, 3 to 4 feet $5.00 each.

GLOBE ARBOR VITAE—A globe-shaped Arbor Vitae which does not require pruning to retain its shape. This variety is slow growing and can be used to advantage planted on either side of the entrance to a dwelling. They may be also planted in large pots. 1 1/2 to 2 feet $5.00 each.

PONDOROSA PINE—This is a fast growing, coarse needle tree which can be used to good advantage on large lawns or for windbreaks. 2 to 3 feet, $2.00 each.

WHITE PINE—A beautiful tree that grows to a great height. May be used in large lawn plantings or as windbreaks. 2 to 3 feet, $2.00 each.

BALSAM FIR—A native tree of Minnesota. Foliage is sweet scented, dark green. Branches growing out horizontally from the trunk give the tree a pyramidal appearance. 3 to 4 feet, $3.00 each; 2 to 3 feet, $2.25 each.
NORWAY SPRUCE—The most desirable of the spruces for windbreak planting. A very rapid grower. I have a fine lot of once transplanted stock which I offer at the following prices: 18 to 24 inches, 50c each; 100 for $40.00; 12 to 18 inches, 35c each, $30.00 for 100.

SHADE AND ORNAMENTAL TREES

WHITE ELM—A magnificent tree growing 60 to 80 feet high with drooping spreading branches; one of the grandest of our native trees; makes a beautiful lawn or street tree. The following prices are for well-shaped specimen trees. The measurement in inches means the diameter of the tree just above the ground. 1½ to 2 inches $4.00 each, 2 to 2½ inches $5.00 each, 2½ to 3 inches $6.00 each, 3 to 4 inches $8.00 each, 4 to 5 inches $12.00 each, 5 to 6 inches $20.00 each. For elms suitable for windbreaks I will be glad to quote special prices on application.

WHITE ELM—(Small sizes) 4 to 5 feet 75c each, 5 to 6 feet $1.00 each.

LOMBARDY POPLAR—A slender tree which grows to a great height; used to good effect in some landscape plans. 5 to 6 feet 50c each.

SIMONS POPLAR—Grows tall and slender like Lombardy and is a longer life tree. 4 to 5 feet, 75c each; 3 to 4 feet, 50c each.

BOLEANA POPLAR—One of the most desirable of the upright growing poplars. A tall, narrow-topped tree, leaves deeply cut, woolly white underneath. Very effective for framing a landscape. 6 to 8 feet, $1.50 each; 5 to 6 feet, $1.25 each; 4 to 5 feet, $1.00 each.

NORWAY POPLAR—A very hardy tree attaining a height of about 50 feet. Very good for a quick wind-break. 8 to 10 feet, $1.00 each; 6 to 8 feet, 90c each; 5 to 6 feet, 75c each.

NIOBE WEeping WILLOW—A small tree with graceful, golden, drooping branches. It is one of the best of the weeping willows. 4 to 5 feet, 75c each; 3 to 4 feet, 50c each.

GOLDEN WILLOW—This is the common golden barked willow. It is a quick, cheap wind-break or screen. 4 to 5 feet, 60c each; 3 to 4 feet, 50c each.

SOFT MAPLE—A very hardy tree forming a round dense head. Leaves turn a very beautiful scarlet in autumn. 5 to 6 feet, $1.25; 4 to 5 feet, $1.00 each.

WIER’S CUT-LEAF MAPLE—A variation of the Soft Maple. Very ornamental on account of its deeply cut leaves. Very hardy and fast growing. A beautiful tree for large lawns. 5 to 6 feet, $1.50 each; 4 to 5 feet, $1.25 each.
HARD MAPLE (Sugar Maple)—A slow growing tree attaining a height of about 50 feet. Forms a beautiful, dense, symmetrical head. Leaves turn a beautiful yellow or scarlet in autumn. 8 to 10 feet, $5.00 each; 6 to 8 feet, $4.00 each.

CUT LEAF WEEPING BIRCH—An elegant, erect tree with slender drooping branches and fine cut leaves. The bark is white like the ordinary native birch. There is no tree that will take the place of this for individual planting on the lawn. 8 to 10 feet, $5.00 each; 6 to 8 feet, $4.00 each; 5 to 6 feet, $3.50 each; 4 to 5 feet, $3.00 each; 3 to 4 feet, $2.00 each.

WHITE OR PAPER BIRCH—This native tree can be used in place of cut-leaf birch but is not so good a tree. 8 to 10 feet, $3.50 each; 6 to 8 feet, $2.50 each; 5 to 6 feet, $2.00 each; 4 to 5 feet, $1.25 each; 3 to 4 feet, 75c each.

MOUNTAIN ASH—A beautiful lawn tree which becomes very attractive the latter part of the summer when it is covered with masses of red berries. 6 to 8 feet, $3.00 each.

WEEPING MOUNTAIN ASH—A novel tree for lawn planting. Its long drooping branches nearly reach the ground. $4.00 each.

PINK FLOWERING CRAB—One of the new ornamentals from the Minnesota State Fruit Breeding Farm. $1.00 each.

BUTTERNUT—A well known hardy nut-bearing tree. Heavy trees 4 to 5 feet, $1.00 each; 5 to 7 feet, $1.50 each.

HARDY PERENNIAL PLANTS

PEONIES—White, pink, divided roots, 30 each; red, 50c each.
IRIS—20c each, $1.25 for 10.
PERENNIAL PHLOX—25c each, $2.00 for 10.
BLEEDING HEART—A very desirable garden plant. It is impossible to hold these plants in a dormant condition, so we have adopted the method of potting these plants so they can be planted until late in the season. We do not ship these. Potted plants $1.00 each.
CERTIFICATES OF INSPECTION

MINNESOTA STATE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

Office of State Entomologist

No. 2064
St. Paul, Minn., September 21, 1926

CERTIFICATE OF NURSERY INSPECTION

This is to certify that in accordance with Section 1, Chapter 206, Session Laws 1913, the general nursery stock on the premises of Bailey Nursery, J. V. Bailey, Prop., Newport, Minn., have been carefully examined by a duly authorized inspector and found apparently free from dangerously injurious insects and plant diseases. (This includes mosaic and other injurious systematic diseases.)

This certificate is good until September 1, 1927, unless revoked.

N. J. Holmberg, Commissioner.
A. G. Ruggles, State Entomologist.

My Terms

All nursery stock herein quoted is grown under modern scientific methods.

Plants are securely and freshly put up in damp packing material.

All nursery stock is true to name and correctly labeled.

Certificate of inspection accompanies each shipment of nursery stock.

In no case will I be liable for more than the original purchase price.

Prices quoted in this price list are f. o. b. St. Paul or at Nursery.

Deliveries will be made daily to the express office in St. Paul and to the St. Paul post office.

Cash with order when stock is to be shipped, or will accept one-fourth of purchase price in advance and ship goods C. O. D. for balance if preferable.
Map showing location of Bailey’s nursery.